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Notes from the Cockpit
Once again it was wonderful to see so many people at our summer reunion and to be
able to welcome yet more new faces to TVAR. It was a pleasure to be able to welcome
back to Tempsford another veteran - Mrs Jessica Walker who served as a driver at
Tempsford.
The reunion began on the Friday night and - as before - the evening is not long enough.
It was a most enjoyable evening but where does the time go ? No sooner had we met at
the Crown, sat down and then we were saying goodnight to each other. It is a very
pleasant way to spend the evening getting to know people and, hopefully, these
evenings will carry on being the success they are.
Somehow our summer reunions seem to miss the worst of our summer weather and this
year was no exception - perhaps we have a few guardian angels looking out for us.
This year Bob, Steve and myself organised the event just as in previous years but
somehow this year seemed to be the best so far. Jane and I were sat at the back of the
church for the service and I do not think that I have ever seen so many in the church this may have been due to the "debut" of Revd Margaret Marshall who conducted a
wonderful service in the church.
It was a pity that we were not able to officially present the
Tempsford Trophy to the Sandy cadets but due to military
duties the OC was not able to attend. Arrangements are
being made to deliver the Trophy to Flt Lt Bell. I hope that
the Trophy met with everyone's approval and I would like
to thank all who contributed.
My thanks to Steve and Pam for their help on the ground in organising the church and
the “Wheatsheaf”. Also, my thanks to Bob and Helen for their help in organising the
day and for producing the newsletters.

Edwin Bryce
Photo of trophy by Steve Harris

As we have so many new members, we felt that it would be a good idea to
outline the origins of the organisation, so that those who were not there at the
beginning can see the way in which it has developed.

The story of TVAR (so far)
Tempsford Veterans and Relatives (TVAR) came into being, under a different name, in
2000 based, originally, on relatives of the crew of Hudson FK790, shot down over
Holland in July 1944. Following the discovery of the remains of the pilot, J W Menzies,
those who were relatives of that crew first met in 1997/8, and kept in touch with each
other up to the time of Menzies’ funeral, and afterwards.
The “official” Tempsford Squadrons’ reunions had finished in 1997 – much to the
dismay, it was later discovered, of many of the veterans – so when it was suggested to
Bob Body (nephew of J W Menzies) that it would be good to reinstate some sort of
summer meeting, he started with the people he knew, and worked from there. The
November Remembrance Services at the Barn organised, at that time, by W/Cdr Tony
Smith, had always been well attended, and many of the attendees at these Services
became early members of what was to become TVAR. There had been an informal
summer meeting, in 1999, organised by the then farm manager John Button, which
took place with quite a small number attending a picnic & barbecue in one of the
hangars at Tempsford. This was purely a social event; a chance for relatives and
veterans meet and visit the museum and Barn. At this first unofficial meeting, it
became clear that many wanted to make this Summer Gathering an annual event, so
Bob decided to organise something on a slightly more formal basis. The November
Remembrance Day Services continued, of course, but these were (and still are) open
to the general
public, rather than being exclusively for the veterans and
relatives/friends of those who had served at Tempsford. It was also suggested that the
Summer Gathering should incorporate a church service, as this had been a much
appreciated part of the earlier “official” squadron reunions.
Quite early on, Bob had been in contact with Steve Harris, who lives near the airfield,
and whose website (www.tempsford.20m.com) shows his keen interest in the
activities of the squadrons from a local perspective. Being involved with the local
church, Steve was enlisted to arrange for St Peter’s Church, Tempsford, to be made
available, and for clergy, choir and organist to be requested for what, at this time,
was known as “Friends of Tempsford”. Steve was happy to oblige, and has continued
making these arrangements, but now also arranges other local aspects such as booking
the “Wheatsheaf”, Tempsford for lunch and the “Crown”, Wyboston for the evening
before.
Since 2000 the activities of the group have only been possible thanks to the goodwill
of Lady Erroll, the owner of the land on which Tempsford Airfield stands. In recent
years, the numbers attending the summer gathering have grown considerably, as more
and more relatives and veterans have found out about these Summer Events, either
by word of mouth, or after visiting the websites of either Steve, or Bob Body
(www.tempsford-squadrons.info) and have contacted us. Many of these enquiries

come from relatives who wish to find out more about what their father/uncle/cousin did
during his wartime service. Several have managed to make contact with the relatives of
other crew members, thus continuing the “tradition” begun by the founder members of
the group. In order to maintain the excellent relationship with Lady Errol, it has been
necessary to keep the numbers manageable, so TVAR has to restrict membership and
attendance at the Summer Gatherings to veterans and those who have a genuine link and
family interest in the Tempsford Squadrons 1942-1945. Tempsford Veterans and
Relatives is what it says – members may, of course, bring guests, but no-one who is not
a veteran or the relative of a member of one of the squadrons has an automatic right to
attend.
When Bob Body decided to emigrate to Crete, we needed a safe pair of hand to take over
the organisational tasks for both the Summer Gathering and the November
Remembrance Service. A natural candidate was Edwin Bryce, whose own uncle had been
lost flying from Tempsford with 138 Squadron. His brief, in 2006, was simple - “All you
have to do is get a group of people onto an old, disused airfield twice a year....”. Edwin
has both successfully managed a growing membership and continues to build on the
foundations, maintaining regular contact with veterans and relatives, including
distributing newsletters.
Since 2006, when the main responsibility of organisation was passed to Steve and Edwin,
TVAR has gone from strength to strength. In 2005/2006, there were about 40 names on
the “books” - today that number is close to 110.
Anyone wishing to research the part played by their relative in the work of the
Tempsford Squadrons should contact Bob Body directly via his website (www.tempsfordsquadrons.info). Bob has copies of over 25,000 records concerning the operations of the
Tempsford squadrons, so can be an invaluable help in finding information. Veterans,
relatives and those with a personal link to the Tempsford Squadrons 1942-45 are invited
to join TVAR, to keep abreast of events, to make contact with others they know and to
get the regular newsletters. We are sometimes asked how much it costs to join TVAR.
The answer is always the same.
We consider that any costs today were fully paid for, over 60 years ago. There is no
charge.

TVAR Gathering 2003

TVAR Gathering 2008

We would be delighted to receive any photographs of "Gatherings" in previous years,
and any stories you may have of meeting former Tempsford personnel or their families.

Norway's Unwelcome Lights.

The drop for this op. was in Norway, identified in the normal way by four torches
(3white and 1 red) and a predetermined letter of the alphabet for confirmation. We
had been given the position of a coastal flak battery and we hoped that our DR
navigation put us to starboard. We knew that one of our own aircraft (with a different
drop zone) was only about a minute behind us, so we kept watch to see if he too had
avoided the flak battery.
Regrettably he received a direct hit. No names, but this crew's loss is recorded on the
internet with the captain's name. Obviously he had crossed the coast closer to the
battery than we did.
We made our drop successfully and turned for home. To port on the way to the coast
we witnessed activity towards Oslo and saw another two aircraft go down in flames.
Call it what you will, luck, coincidence or whatever, but dead ahead, on our flight
path, but at a higher altitude than we were, another aircraft suffered a direct hit and
exploded in flames. We believed a flak ship had been moved into position during the
time we had crossed the coast on the way in and our way out. The question now was
- do we risk the flak ship or the battery to our starboard which was the one we had
avoided on the way in. The Captain, S/Ldr. Les Madders decided to risk the battery to
our starboard. All of us who were available were instructed to watch the ground and
if we saw the flashes of the guns as the battery fired, yell!
I can't remember how many yelled, but more than one of us screamed "Flak". Les then
dived the aircraft towards the battery. Sitting in the loneliest place in the world, i.e.
in the rear turret, our one and only gunner F/S Joe Berry, a great bloke, a
Yorkshireman through and through with a dry sense of humour, witnessed the
explosion of the six flak bursts which lit up the Norwegian sky. We all heard the
explosions but Joe had the box seat. A long drawn out, involuntary "Sh-i-i-i-i-t" was
the only word he said. But packed into it, was fright, amazement and any other
description you care to use. Because it was Joe, it broke the tension throughout the
crew and we all burst into laughter. We simply couldn't help it. The inflections in
Joe's voice said it all.
As I am here to tell of this escapade it is obvious that we levelled out over the sea at
our normal height of 150 feet and came home safely. Actually, it could have been less
than 150 feet?

Noel Gomersall

Anzac Day (Australian New Zealand Army Corps )
... arose from the First World War and is the day we honour those who paid the
supreme sacrifice. The underground do get a mention, but in passing, so to speak.
Understandable when we have VE Day and VP Day on opposite sides of the world.
However, I thought that this year I would lay a wreath for them and 161 etc. I had my
mate Thel take a photo of me laying the wreath so that I could send it to you, and let
you know that those of us Aussies who served on 161 will never forget. If you have a
good magnifying glass you will be able to read the writing on the card.
It reads:....
" In memory of the men and women of the underground cells of Europe, the agents
(men and women) who were flown in or dropped in, and the crews of Special Duties
Squadron 161 of the RAF who fought ands died for our freedom. Noel Gomersall"

PS

....Noel says that it is all his
own hair, and it isn't dyed!

Remembrance and Digging up the Past
Attending the Association meeting at Tempsford in July for the first time was an
important step on a journey I embarked upon nearly 18 months ago now – and one
which has become increasingly absorbing as it progressed. What began as a private
desire to know more about what my father had achieved in his life before I was born
has turned into a full-scale exercise for a biography. It is to be published next year
under the title A Passion for Speed: the life and times of George Abecassis.
My first love was doing research and so in retirement it was natural to return to it.
However, I had never done historical research before, and so I had to learn new ways
of going about discovering the truth. I also had to learn new ways of evaluating the
evidence I found: looking at old documents and photographs, and understanding what
they definitely tell us, is a different skill to doing legal or contemporary sociological
research. Let me illustrate the point
from this photograph, found in my
father’s scrapbook.
George is seated in the pilot’s seat of an
unidentified aircraft. There is no date or
place listed in the scrapbook. The pilot
on the right with the oxygen mask is not
named.
To identify the aircraft I checked the
pattern of the windscreen and
instrument panels and concluded it was
probably taken in a Stirling! I then checked George’s Flying Log Book and saw that only
while at 161 Squadron did he fly a Stirling. This told me the date: sometime between
June and October, 1944.
Now George was an officer at that time, yet in the photograph he is not wearing an
officer’s cap, neither is he equipped for flight. Harold Watson, a contemporary of
George’s at 161 Squadron and who flew with him once, supplied a plausible
explanation for the strange photograph. He said that George was wearing a forage cap
and so was probably in the cockpit on a ground test, or possibly a short air test being
piloted by the crew member on the right.
He also pointed out to me that George is facing the camera from an armoured seat –
the only bit of armour in the whole 161 Squadron aircraft! The significance of this
suddenly dawned upon me. George was shot down by a JU88 night fighter over
Denmark in October 1944, and despite the aircraft being seriously on fire with both
port engines out of action, he managed to land it in a ploughed field by the light of
the fire from the plane – a feat of extraordinary skill and sang froid for which he was
subsequently decorated with the DFC. Only the young RAAF officer sitting next to him
on that flight, P/O Ross Ferrier Philp, was killed, and that was when the JU88 bullets

struck, because he had no armour to his seat. If that piece of armour had not been
there, I would not have been born...
Research into George’s wartime service has been hugely assisted by a large number of
people but I have to say that Bob Body is primus inter pares. Without his painstaking
months spent copying documents and his unstinting assistance in copying all the
relevant ones to me, my reconstruction of George’s time at 161 Squadron would have
been rather inadequate. Now, this period is very much one of the purple passages in
the book.
Digging up the past has not been an experience of unalloyed joy: I have discovered
much which has caused me pain. For instance, discovering the details of the horrific
loss of life in Bomber Command, in which George spent his entire wartime career, and
particularly in the Tempsford Squadrons, has been harrowing. 44.5% of the people
who served in Bomber Command during that war lost their lives. Almost all were
volunteers, people who wanted to fly in order to save the nation from the most evil
regime known to history.
Remembrance Sunday has always been an important day for me, but the research has
enhanced its value for me and ensured that it will always be an important day in my
year. Lest we forget...

David Abecassis

There will be a Remembrance Sunday Service on 8th November.
Details of the Remembrance Service will be issued later.
Arrangements for a meeting in a local pub are under way; details of where, when and
refreshments available will also follow once they have been finalised. Some people
may, as in July, wish to come down the day before and stay at a local hotel. The
one we used in July was the Premier Inn at Eaton Scoton - 0870-9906314 for bookings.
As before, may we remind people that there has been discussion in the past about
the wearing or not wearing of medals. As this is a “military” occasion, those
attending who are/were in the Services should wear their medals. Some of the
“civilians” attending may have the medals of their relative, and it is quite in order
for them to wear these (on the right breast) should they so wish. We encourage this,
as a mark of respect to the relative.

138 & 161 Special Duties Squadrons

Special Then - Special Now - Special Always

Contact Details:

Tempsford Web Sites

Edwin Bryce: tvaradmin@tempsford-squadrons.info www.tempsford-squadrons.info
Bob Body: editor@tempsford-squadrons.info

www.161squadron.org

Steve Harris: spharris@btconnect.com

www.tempsford.20m.com

